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ABSTRACT
The services provided to various demographic groups

under the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) were revieved to

determine the extent to which disparities occur in the services

provided to women and minorities, factors within the operation of

local projects that contribute to such disparities, and efforts by

states and the Department of Labor to monitor the services.

Information showing the number of JTPA participants by demographic

groups receiving each mode of service (classroom training, on-the-job

training, or job search assistance) for high school graduates was

provided by 16 states. Results of the study showed statistically

significant disparities in the services provided to minorities,

especially blacks. White participants were more likely than blacks to

receive classroom or on-the-job training, whereas blacks were more

likely to receive only job search assistance. Women received

classroom training more often than men, but they were less likely to

get training for jobs with higher wages. Factors contributing to

disparities included the following: self-selection by participants;

financial incentives in performance-based contracts; the lack of an

Independent and comprehensive participant assessment process; the

lack of support services for some women and minorities; and the

discriminatory actions of employers, with acquiescence by program

staff. Monitoring activities by states and the Department of Labor

were inadequate. Recommendations were made to eliminate racial and

gender disparities in JTPA provision of services. (Appendixes include

information on background and methodology, disparities in training

for minorities and women, factors contributing to disparities,

inadequate state and labor monitoring, and major contributors to the

report.) (KC)
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GAO

Background

United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Human Resources Division

H-239985

September 20, 1991

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr.
Chairman, Legislation and

National Security Subcommittee
Committee on Government Operations
llouse of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As you requested, we reviewed the services prov.:-xl to various demo-
graphic groups under the Job Training Partnership Act (.m%). Despite
the large representation of women and racial and ethnic minorities in
the JTPA program, previous reports by us and otherssuch as the Chi-
cago Urban League and the Women's Action Allianceidentified dispar-
ities in the services provided to some women and minorities. Generally,
thes: reports indicated that they were either less likely to receive occu-
pational training or training they received was likely to be for lower
wage jobs.

Our efforts to determine the extent and possible causes of disparities in
the JTPA program focused on differences in treatment within individual
service delivery areas (snAs). Specifically, we addressed three topics:

The extert to which disparities occur in the services provided to women
and minoriths;
Factors withi: the operation of lacai projects that contribute to such dis-
parities; and
Efforts by states and the Department of Labor to monitor the services
provided to various demographic groups.

The Job Training Partnership Act was enacted in 1982 to provide fed-
eral funds for job training. Title 11A, the largest single program under
the act, currently provides about $1.8 billion annually for job training
for economically disadvantaged individuals. irrA funds are distributed
to states and local service delivery areas using a formula based on the
number of unemployed and economically disadvantaged people living in
these areas. Although the number of individuals eligible for services
under title 11A Ls estimated to range from 10 million to 39 million, only
about a million peopleor 3 to 10 percent. of the eligible population
receive services each year.
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In each state, job training services are provided through SDAS designated
by state governors. The Departmr_nt of Labor Ls responsible for overall
administration of the JTPA program and providing broad policy guidance
and program oversight. While states have considerable authority to
establish policy for their SOAS, much of the decision-making power for
the operation of the JTPA program resides at the local SIA level.

Comparison of the racial, ethnic, and gender composition of JTPA partici-
pants with that of the eligible population shows that the program has
appropriate representations of minorities and women. In fact, blacks,
the largest minority, have a slightly greater proportion among program
participants, and Hispanics, the next largest minority, are proportion-
ately represented. However, Labor's data is inadequate to assess the ser-
vices received and the outcomes achieved by various demographic
groups. In addition, questbns have been raised that suggest that pro-
gram data existing at the national level mask substantial variation
across local programs. Therefore, it is critiml that any assessment of
service disparities in .rri,A focus on the snA level.

scope and
Methodology

To determine the extent of disparities in services provided to minorities
and women under JTPA, we focused our analysis at the snA level. We
requested that each state provide us information for each snA showing
the number of JTPA participants by demographic group receiving each
mode of serviceclassroom training, tm-the-job training, or job search
assistance.

Only 16 states could provide this information in a usable format or
without double counting participants or services. While these 16 states
are not a random sample, their 227 snAs include a third of all gm and a
third of all sreA terminees. In addition, the demographic characteristics
of program terminees' in our data were similar to those of terminees
from the overall JTPA program. We focused our analysis on adult high
school graduates because this enabled us to limit the effect of age and
educational attainment differences on the type of training participants
received.

IA program terminee is someone who has completed participal'm m tta, ,ITPA program and is eitber
placed in ajob or other training, or is no longer actively participating in the program.
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We used two approaches to identify disparities.2 First, we used three
statistical tests to identify SIAS with disparities in the mode of service
provided. These tests are commonly used by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission to identify situations that may warrant fur-
ther investigation for possible violations of civil rights laws. Our statis-
tical analysis was limited to only those snAs that had sufficient numbers
of participants receiving services to make the disparity analysis mean-
ingful. Of the 227 mks for which we had data, 199 had sufficient num-
bers of participants to meet our minimum criteria for at least some
activities. However, the actual number of SIAS that met our criteria
varied by service and ethnic group.

The second approach we used to identify disparities involved the anal-
ysis of specific occupations in which participants received classroom
training. We analyzed classroom training in seven snAs from five large
metropolitan areas. While these seven SDA8 may not be representative of
the entire .rn% program, they provide an indication of the differences in
services that minorities and women receive from some SDAS in the .rri%
program. It should be i ,cognized, however, that the disparities identi-
fied through either of these approaches do not mean that civil rights
laws have been violated. Further investigation would be needed to
determine whether there was discrimination.

To identify practices that may contribute to disparities, we conducted
six group discussions with JTPA administrators and counselors in three
metropolitan areasDetroit, Los Angeles, and Washington, D.C. We also
visited 11 SIMS in five large metropolitan areasChicago, Detroit, Los
Angeles, Philadelphia, and San Diego. (App. I contains a more extensive
discussion of our methodology.)

Depending on the mode of training analyzedclassroom training, on-
the-job training, or job search assistance onlywe found statistically
significant disparities in the services provided to minorities in 20, 13,
and 18 percent of t,he SDAS analyzed." Most of these disparities affected

dispanty P4 defintsi :is a st ist ically significant difference m services (or opportunities) tirovaled
to a minority group, such as bhwks. when compared with the most favored group. The most favored
group is defiiirii as Mt' ttrat receives the highest qwaluy servwes and atiliPvCs the hest results
frequently males or white males

30verall, 34 percent of the SOAs UI our analysis (67 of the 199 SDAs we wer able to analyze) had a
disparity M at least one Warning mode for at least One ethnic group. Because 'mime SBAs have dispari-
ties in more than mw traitnng mode or for more than one ethnic group, to arrive at this perrentage we
bad to eliminate dolitile counting of SBAs with multiple disparities
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Disparities in Training
for Minorities and
Women

black parficipants more than Hispanic participants or other ethnic
groups. White participants were more likely than blacks to receive class-
room or on-the-job training, while blacks were more likely to receive
only job search assistance. Women more often received classroom
training than men. However, in some snAs women were less likely to get
training for jobs with higher placement wages.

Several factors appear to contribute to disparities in snAsself-selection
by participants; financial incentives in performance-based contracts; the
lack of an independent and comprehensive participant assessment. pro-
cess; the lack of support services for some women and minorities; and
Ow discriminatory actions of some employers and the acquiesrence of
some SI A staff.

Monitoring activities by states and the Department of Labor are inade-
quate to identify and address disparities in the services provided by
SIAS to minorities and women. Neither the states nor Labor maintain
data on the services provided to demographic groups in a format that is
readily usable for detecting disparities at the SIM level. Since 1987,
Labor's Directorate of Civil Rights has identified disparities in 16 states,
but as yet has not determined whether any civil rights violations have
occurred.

__...... . _...._.. _
In 20 percent of the sins we analyzed, whit, parthipants were more
likely than minorities to receive classnwm training. Similarly, in 13 per-
cent of the SIAS white participants were more likely to receive on-t.he-job
training. In addition, in 18 percent of the sfiAs we analyzed minorities
were nwre likely to receive only job search assistance. Although each
form of training has its benefits, Labor dat.a show that. participants
receiving classroom training have a higher average placement wage
uptm completing training than do participants in on-the-job training.
Those receiving only job search assistance have the lowest average
placement wage.

Table 1: SDAs With Disparities Adversely
Affecting Ethnic Groups Ethnic group affected SDAs analyzed SDAs with disparities

Black 187 62

Hispanic 89 6

Asian Pacific 18 2

American Indian 13 4
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While we analyzed spAs for disparities affecting participants from four
ethnic groups, black, Hispanic, Asian Pacific, and American Indian, as
showri in table I most of the disparities affected black participants.

In three of the six sms4 for which we analyzed individual participant
records, we also found differences in the occupations for which black
men and white men received classroom training. For these SDAS, black
men in classroom training were mIre likely to be trained in occupations
with a median placement wage of $5.75 or less, as figure 1 shows. White
men were more likely to be trained in occupatkms with a median place-
ment wage of $7.00 or more. In the other three sias, there were either no
significant differences in the occupations for which black men and white
men were trained or black men were more likely to receive training in
occupations with higher median placement wages.

Figure 1: Distribution of White Men and
Black Men Receiving Classroom Training
in Lower, Medium, and Higher Wage
Occupations in Three SDAs With
Disparities
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Table 2: Distribution ot White Men, White
Women, and Slack Women in Classroom
Training tor Occupations With Higher
Placement Wages

In one SDA, 28 percent of the black mencompared with only 7 percent
of the white menwere trained as security guards with a median place-
ment wage of $5.00 an hour. However, at the same snA, 31 percent of the
white mencompared with 8 percent of the black menwere trained
in engineering and drafting with a median placement wage of more than
$7.50 an hour. These differences contributed to the disparity in the
median placement wages between white men ($6.50 an hour) and black
men ($5.50 an hour) in this sm.

Our analysis of gender disparities showed that women were more likely
than men to reveive classroom training. However, in some shAs women
were less likely than white men to be trained for occupations associated
with higher placement wages. In four of the seven shAs in which we ana-
lyzed the classroom training received by women, we found that. on
average, 9 percent of the womencompared with 29 percent of the
white meW were trained for occupations that had a median placement
wage of $7,00 an hour or more. (See app. II for additional data and dis-
cussion on service disparities. )

The disparity in the occupations for which women were trained was
particularly significant for black women in these SPAS. Black women
were less likely to receive classroom training in occupations will, higher
placement wages than white men and white women (see table 2).

SDA

13
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31i?io
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30

24
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12% 5%
19 10

16 10
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.ITPA officials told us that allowing participants to make choices about
their own training fosters participant commitment and increases the
likelihood that the participant will successfully complete the training.
While self-selection can have a positive influence on participant commit-
ment, .rri.A officials also told us that participants often chose training for
stereotypical jobs such as women in clerical occupations. SOD1P snA staff
counsel participants about other career options, while other stiA staff
believe it best not to attempt to change participant choices. In many
cases, the lack of career counseling can result in participants selecting
an occupation with little knowledge of the training available for other
occupations.

The financial incentives inherent in performance-based contracts used
by many snAs also may contribute to disparities in services provided to
various demographic groups. The incentives in performance-based con-
tracts can encourage service providers to steer participants into low-
risk, often stereotypical training they provid,. father than referring
them to other training opportunities. In addition, the benchmarks used
in performance-based contracts may create a disincentive for service
providers to take on higher cost, higher risk training activities, such as
training women for nontraditional jobs. Local 3TPA administrators told
us that because benchmarks frequently used in performance-based con-
tracts emphasize quantity of placements, service providers are not ade-
quately rewarded for the additional risks associated with providing
higher risk training.

Many contractors also perform their Own outreach and participant
assessment. This gives these service providers further opportunity to
steer participants into training programs they offer. Some sms do not
require their service providers to tell participants about other training
opportunities; as a result, many participants are made aware of only the
t raining offered by that service provider. In addition, when the assess-
ment process is potentially biased by self-interest and not independent,
contractors are more likely to use it to determine whether the applicant
is likely to complete the training, rather than assessing whether the

Page 7 I GAO/HUD-91.148 Disparities in JTPA Serykes



training they offer is likely to benefit the applicant. sits officials in two
metimxplitan areas told us that when contractors perform their Own
assessments, 80 to 90 percent of the participants recruited by a service
provider receive training from that same service provider.

Limited Support Services

Employer Discrimination

Limited availability of support services such as child care and transpor-
tation also can restrict part;cipant options and contribute to disparities.
According to local .;TPA officials, in sms that provide few support ser-
vices, segments of the population who have a greater need for these ser-
vices may be limited in the training programs they can attend. For
example, two service providers told us they are reluctant to enroll
women who lack adequate provisions for child care into training for
higher skilled occupations where more lengthy training would be
rt.quired. Similarly, those with inadequate transportation may be limited
to training options close to their homes. This can be a particularly signif-
icant pmblem for minorities living in economically depressed areas.

Discrimina:ory practices by sonie employers and acquiescence by some
.IIPA staff in these practices also appear to be contributing to disparities
in the distribution of services to women and minorities. In some cases,
employers asked ounselors not to send them certain types of part hi-
pants, such as blacks or women. In other instances, counselors told us,
while employers did not ask them to screen participants improperly,
some employers consistently failed to hire the women or minorities
referred to them.

Some counselors said they responded to sueh discriminatory practices
by refusing to work with those employers in the future. Ilowever, other
counselors told us that they face a dilemma when deciding whether to
end a relationship with an employer who appears to be discriminating.
They said they found it difficult, to balance the need to maintain ties
with employers and their obligation to discourage discrimination. Some
ctemselors questioned whether they had the right to deny opportunities
for gotKi jobs for some participants to protect the civil rights of others. It
should be noted that discriminatory practices by employers and acquies-
cence by .1TPA staff are violations of civil rights law.''

* ANN'Milli ill rtilt:41(1% Malt tonal detioi tin 1;ti cNttftnbuting tit tipparilirs
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State and Federal
Monitoring

State and federal monitoring activities are inadequate co identify and
address disparities in the servires provided by snAs to women and
mMorities in part because of the limited amount of data that Labor
maintains on program participants. The data maintained on .ITPA partici-
pants and their activities vary widely by state. In collecting data for our
review, we found that only 16 states could provide us with data
showing the services provided by XrPA to specific demographic groups
without creating duplicate counts. Many states had data on participants
receiving assistance through the basic .ITPA title IIA program; however,
services provided through other parts of HI% title IIAsuch as the
8-percent set-aside for education coordinationcould not be related to
specific individuals without creating duplicate counts. As a result, most
of these states have difficulty aggregating the services provided to par-
ticipants by all parts of the .ITPA title 11A program.

Data collected by Labor's Employment and Training Administration
through tiw .rreA Annual Status Report and the Job Training Quarterly
Survey7 also do not provide a basis for identifying service disparities.
The data in the Annual Status Report cannot be used to monitor dispari-
ties because each activity is not broken down by participant demo-
graphic grouits. The Quarterly Survey can not be used because the data
are available only lus a national sample, which masks any disparities at
the loyal level.

Despite indications of disparities in the sms it has monitored. Labor's
Directorate of Civil Rights has been slow to identify the cause of these
disparities or determine whether civil rights laws have been violated.
Since 1987, t he Directorate has made monitoring visits to 26 state .rri,A
agencies and an soA in each state. Of the 26 SIAS visited, 16 could pro-
vide sufficient data to permit a disparity analysis and all 16 had dispari-
ties in at least some servkes. Yet, to date, the Directorate has not
conwleted its analysis of these cases. The Direetorate has sent formal
letters of its disparity findinp to two states; however, both cases are
still pending. And while six states have received interim notification, the
remaining eight have received no nig ificat ion and none of these eases
has been resolved,

reix.rt.. art thy. ta.. ...grilny% 01 IpIttrIliatitITI Oil Pan 1( !Pala..., SIT) ICVS. MA OW44111114, 111MIltailled
fy tht I hiNolownt ol Labor IIMN 1'1 vr, u, Libor otticlais told w.. thrst reports weru not tivoolurrvi to

alvortly ...411 ire dt1/411arrt to.
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With regard to the formal reports issued by the Directorate, an average
of 2 years elapsed from the date of the visit to the date of issue. As for
the other states for which the Directorate has not yet issued formal
reports of its findings, the time elapsed since they were visited by the
Directorate staff ranges from 1 to over 3 years. (See app. IV for added
detail on state and Labor monitoring.)

Labor's role in the Job Training Partnership Act program has been vo
provide broad policy guidance and program oversight to the stairs. It is
unclear whether Labor has the authority to make some of the changes
we think are necessary to improve the program. To provide clear
authority and to ensure that Labor exercises that authority, we recom-
mend that the Congress amend .1TPA to require that

participants be independently assessed and receive career counseling
before they are referred to providers for specific services;
Labor encourage snAs to use incentives for contractors to provide
training that involves higher costs and risks, such as training for women
in nontraditional jobs;
adequate data be collected by Labor to enable it to identify service dis-
parities; and
Labor promptly investigate disparities that might represent violations of
civil rights, make violation or nonviolation findings promptly, and take
immediate steps to enforce appropriate civil rights laws when violations
are found.

In addition, we recommend that the Department of Labor ensure that
states, sms and .1TPA contractors understand that it is a violation of fed-
eral law for federal funds to be used in a discriminatory manner.

Page 10 GAO/ HRD-91.1414 Dimparities Ln JTPA Seniors



As requested, we did not obtain writtefl comments on a draft of this
report. We did discuss the factual information in the report with Depart-
ment of Labor officials and have incorporated their comments where
appropriate. Unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan
no further distribution of this report until 30 days after its imue date.
At that time we will send copies to the Secretary of Labor and other
interested parties, and make it available to others on request.

This work was performed under the general direction of Franklin Fra-
zier, Director, Education and Employment Issues, who may be reached
at (202) 275-1793. Other mAjor contributors are listed in appendix V.

Sincerely yours,

Lawrence H. Thompson
Assistant Comptroller General
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Appendix 1

Background and Methodo ogy

Background The Job Training Partnership Act was enacted in 1982 to provide fed-
eral funds for job training. Title 11A of .1TPA, the largest single program
under the act, currently provides about $1.8 billion annually to provide
job training for economically disadvantaged individuals. These funds
are distributed to states and local service delivery areas designated by
state governors using a formula based on the number of unemployed
and economically disadvantaged people living in these areas. While .1TPA
suggests that an snA generally serve populations of at least 200,000, SDAS
vary in size. Some SOAS serve less densely populated rural areas, while
other sitAs serve urban areas with much larger populations. snAs can
include one or more units of kwal government, or an entire state may be
served by a single sm. Nationwide, there are about 630 snAs, and virtu-
ally every part of the United States is contained in an SM. Although the
total number of individuals eligible for services through title HA is esti-
mated to be from 10 million to 39 million, only about a million people
or 3 to 10 percent of the eligible populationreveive services each
year.'

.1TPA is a highly decentralized program. The Department of Labor is
responsible for the overall administratim of the program and providing
broad policy guidance and program oversight. And while state gover-
nors and .1T1A agencies have authority to establish general policy for
their SDAS, much of the decision-making power for the operation of the
.11PA program resides at the local sna level. sm officials generally have
broad discretion to decide such imues as the types of services to be
offered, the occupations for which training is provided, and the method
by which services are delivered.

Many SIAS deliver services though contracts with a variety of local ser-
vice providers, such as public schools, public welfare agencies, commu-
nity colleges, private trade schools, and community-based organizations.
Frequently, these arrangements involve performance-based contracts,
under which service providers' receipt of payments depends uTxm par-
ticipants reaching certain benchmarks, such as completion of training
and placement in unsubsidized employment. Such contracts generally
enable S1XAS to pass on to their contractors the burden of meeting per-
formance standards, which can influence an SPA'S funding level.

SVC Tramuis Part nership Acl Services and I conu.s for Participants With I hifiling !.erfis
GAO HRD-89-52, .lune 9. 1989 A precise estimate of itu 1g,hk jpiiI;i1nn is flatiron 14.;

mint,, buil it is generally agreed that the mother falls within this range
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Appendix I
Background and Methodology

soAs typically provide training in several different modes, including
classroom and on-the-job training and job search assistance. Classroom
training is provided on a full class-size and individualized basis, teaching
either basic skills or specific occupational skills. Generally, SDAS that
arrange classroom training for individual participants on a case-by-case
basis tend to offer training for a broader range of occupations than
those that arrange training on only a full class-size basis.

On-the-job training is provided by employers who teach participants
specific occupational skills in the work setting and pay them a training
wage, a portion of which is reimbursed by the SDA. Employers who pro-
vide on-the-job training may enter into contracts directly with the spa,
or they may work through brokers that have contracts with SDAS to
recruit employers, to provide this type of training, as well as
participants.

Job search assistance provides participants with help in identifying job
openings, completing applications, preparing for interviews, and similar
skills. Job search assistance is frequently provided in conjunction with
one of the other training modes, helping those who have been taught
occupational skills to find a job in a training-related field. However,
some participants receive only job search assistance and do not receive
training for any specific occupation.

As recipients of federal financial assistance, soAs are required by law to
operate the program in a nondiscriminatory manner. Specifically, sec-
tion 167 of .11TA prohibits discrimination against participants on the
basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, handicap, or polit-
ical affiliation or belief. The act also specifies that recipients of JTPA
funds are subject to the provisions of various other antidiscrimination
laws, including the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Education Amend-
ments of 1972. In addition, JTPA specifically encourages efforts to over-
come occupational stereotyping on the basis of gender.,2

Minorities and women are adequately represented in the overall .rmA
program. For example, Labor data on program year 1989, the most
recent year for which data are available, showed that 55 percent of the
terminees'were women and 32 percent were black, which follows

'Sec 2.14 l'SC 155114W)

3A program terminee LS sonivonv wbo has completeli piu-tawation in the .11'PA program arui is Other
plaCed in a job ur other training or i% no longer act ively part 'Opal ing in t. he program
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closely or exceeds the percentage of women (58 percent) and blacks (24
percent ) eligible for the .1T1' A program.4

However, while access to the program may be equal, opportunities for
participants after enrollment may not be. Several studies have sug-
gested that minorities and women enrolled in tend to receive dif-
ferent, and often less desirable, types of services than those provided to
white males. For example, a 1988 study issued by the Chicago I Trban
League found ". . . growing evidence of differential patterns of service
and job placement for white, black and Hispanic JTPA participants." The
report asserts that blacks and Hispanics are less likely than whites tbi-iz
placed in the types of skill training activities that lead to better-paying
jobs. Another 1988 study sponsored by the Women's Action Alliance
found that most women in .11TA were either enrolled in less effective pre-
employment programs rather than skill training or were placed in
training for stereotypical, low-paying, occupations in the clerical, sales,
and service fields.

Our prior work7 has also found evidence of differences in the .1TPA
training provided to minorities and women. For example, in January
1990 we reported that, among youth, black male high school graduates
were about two-thirds more likely than white male high school gradu-
ates to receive only job search assistance and no skill training. When
they did receive skill training, black youth were only about half as likely
as whites to receive training for moderate or higher skill occupations.
Similarly, in 1989 we reported that in our sample of adult .1TPA partici-
pants, men were almost twice as likely as women to rec?ive training for
higher skill occupations.

Such differences, or disparities, in services do not necessarily mean that
antidiscrimination laws have been violated. Numerous factors, some of
them beyond the control of .1TPA administrators, may explain the exis-
tence of disparities. Nonetheless, disparities are a cause for concern, as

41)etrartment (If Labor, Job Training Quarter-1,y Survey, Pro/ram Yiar 19)t9. Feb 19ul Program yrat
1989 IVIM .114 1. 11149.3tuw 30, 1990.

'11e1ene Stes,sarev, 1114,quahties in Met nip 'titan Chwago Joh Training Programs. Chicago l'rhan
1.4'agru, Oct 19M

Sainhrs. Stavin/ nror !fon. the Joh Training Partnership Ad RON Worn-rem an'truw Press.
. July 1948

'Joh Traiuillyartnershitr Act. Youth PartiriEint Cliaracteristirs, Servires. and ()Worries (GAO
110-110-4411313. Jan. I4, -1991)) and SiTh TrainintThirtnership Act Inf( mat nm on Training. Mari-
merits. and Wages of Male and Femal Part uwants (GAO.IIRD-F19- I ri2FS, supt. 12. 1f019).
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they indicate at least the possibility of discrimination. When disparities
are identified, further investigation is necessary to determine whether
such factors a.s differences in participant characteristics explain the dis-
parities, or whether discrimination may indeed be taking place.

Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology

Our efforts to identify the extent and possible causes of disparities in
.rrrA, services were focused at the snA level, because snAs generally have
broad discretion to make decisions about the delivery of services. We
designed our review to answer three questions:

1. To what extent do disparities exist at the SIM level in the types of JTPA
services provided to minorities and women compared with white males?

2. What factors associated with local operation of the JTPA program may
be contributing to disparities in services?

3. How do the state .1TPA agencies and the Department of Labor monitor
snAs to identify and address disparities in services?

Strategies for Assessing
the Extent of Disparities

Aggregated Data

We used two approaches to identify snAs that had disparities in the
training provided to minorities and women. First, we used three statis-
tical methods to analyze aggregated data on program terminees for pro-
gram year 1989 from 227 snAs in 16 states. Second, we analyzed more
detailed individual participant records from seven snAs in five large
metropolitan areas. We obtained these data directly from states or SDAS,
because Department of Labor reports do not provide data at the snA
level that matches participant characteristics with services received.

Our review of aggregated data was limited to 16 states because they
were the only states from which we could obtain data with the level of
detail and accuracy required to conduct our analysis. To measure dis-
parities, we required snA-level data that matched participant demo-
graphic characteristics with services received. We also needed data that
captured all the services provided by the .rrrA title 11A program to each
participant during a specified period of time. Finally, we required data
that enabled us to calculate without any duplication the actual number
of individuals in each demographic grou who received services.

We found that in many instances, limitations in how states maintain
their data and the type of data they collect from their sins limited their
ability to provide us with useful and accurate information. Most state
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.trvA agencies maintain some sm-level data matching participant charac-
teristics with the services provided. Ilowever, there were some excep-
tions, such as New York, which could not match demographic
characteristics and services at the snA level. Moreover, we found that
even in states that maintained the required SDA data, the manner of
storing and retrieving the information prevented many states from pro-
viding complete and accurate data on participant services.

The difficulties with data storage and retrieval are, in part, the result of
.1TPA title HA funding being divided into four separate funding streams:
( ) the basic program"78-percent" funds, (2) funds set aside to pro-
vide incentives for serving special populations"6-percent" funds, (3)
funds set. aside for education coordMation"8-percent" funds, and (4)
funds set aside for older workers"3-percent" funds. Data on services
provided by the so-called "78-percent" funds were accessible in most
states. llowever, "6-percent" funds do not go to all suits, and states
varied as to whether data on services provided by this funding stream
were combined with "78-percent" data. Typically, data on services pro-
vided by "8-percent" funds were maintained separately by the state
.rreA agency. Finally, states also varied in how they maintained data on
servkes provided by the "3-percent" funds for older workers.

Taking into account all these factors, we limited our analysis to
16 states having the capability of providing SI wievel data on the three
largest. funding streamsthe basic "78-percent" funds and the
"6-percent" and "8-percent" set-asideswithout double-counting.

As shown in figure 1.1, the states from which we obta;ned our data are
geographically dispersed acrom the nation. The 227 sins in these states
constitute about one-third of the total number of sl kAS in the nation, and
they also contain abmit one-third of all the ,riTA program year 19S9
terminees natimwide. The terminees from these 227 SOAS have demo-
graphic characteristics similar to those from the .rreA program as a
whole, as illustrated in table 1.1, Thus, our sample appears to be similar
to the program as a whole, even though we do not have a statistically
random sample that could be used to generalize our findings to the
entire .1TPA program.

t
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Figure IA: States Analyzed for GAO Study of .ITPA Services

111,111
111, Salm

Aggregate Data Not Deflected

Aggregate Data Deflected

Table 1.1: Demographic Characteristics
of Terminees From 227 SDAs Compared
With Those of Ail Program Terminees
(Program Year 1989)

Distribution ofprolram terminees
Asian/ American

Women Slack Hispanic Pacific Indian
1%227 SDAs 56% 32% 17% 1%

Overall program 54 32 15 2
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We limited our analysis of each activity to snAs from the 227 having at
least 10 people from each of the demographic groups being compared
and at least 5 percent of the baseline group receiving the activity being
analyzed. This was done to assure that our conclusions regarding service
disparities were based on only suks with sufficient numbers of partici-
pants receiving a specific activity to fairly assess their treatment. For
example, to have been included in our comparison of whites and His-
panics in classroom training, an snA must have had at least 10 whites
and 10 Hispanics in its overall participant population, and at least 5 per-
cent of the whites must have received classroom training.

Overall, 199 SDAS met our criteria for at least one activity and one ethnic
group, but the number of snits included in each comparison varied
according to the ethnic group and activity involved (see table 1.2).

Table 1.2: Number of SOAs included in
Analyses, by Mode of Training and
Ethnic Group Mode of training

Classroom training
. _

On.the-job training

Job search assistance only

Overall

Asian/ American
Black Hispanic Pacific Indian

186 87 18 713
168 79 13 12

119 61 11 11

187 89 18 13

In assessing the extent of racial disparities in these sms, we further lim-
ited our analysis to adult title I1A participants with a high school educa-
tion who terminated 11-om JTPA during program year 1989. This enabled
us to minimize the effect of age and educational differences on the type
of training participants received.

To identify instances (if disparities in the mode of services provided to
participants, we followed the general approach of the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission (Ear), using three statistical methods,8
including the 80-percent rulea test of practical significanceand two
more precise tests of statistical significance. The 80-percent rule has
been used by imx and other federal agencies since 1978 as a screening
method to identify employers whose practices appear to be having an

sThese tests seek U.: determine whether a subgroup received leas servic(' (or opportunity ) than the
most favored group. In the case of Ow 804iereent rule, this means that Ow service nveived by Ow
subgroup (or minority group) was leiis than SO percent of the service provided to the favored group,
For the other methods, statistical tests are used to determine whether differenees m services between
the groups are significant. Generally. a 1)5 signiimuwe level is used. For more detail on the use of
these tests, see "What Happened In Hazelwood.. Statistics, Employment Hiscriminatim. and the 80"-i,
Hole," by Paul Meier. Jerome Sacks, and Sandy L. Zabel!, in Statistics and Tlw Law, edited by Morris
II Pe Grunt, et al (New York. Wiley and Sons, 11.486).

I
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Individual Participant Data

adverse impact on minorities or women. To determine whether instances
of adverse impact identified by the 80-percent rule are serio is enough to
warrant further investigation and possible litigation, F.rxx` ubes the Chi-
square and Fisher's Exact tests to measure statistical significance. Our
findings of disparities are based only on cases where a comparison vio-
lated both the 80-percent rule and the statistical significance tests used
by moc.

To assess the extent of disparities within classroom training, we ana-
lyzed individual participant records from seven sins in five large metro-
politan areas: Chicago, Detroit, Las Angeles, Philadelphia, and San
Diego. Data from the Philadelphia snA was the only data also a part of
the data collected for our aggregate analysis. The individual participant
records from these snAs contained detailed information allowing us to
determine whether there were any differences in the assignment of par-
ticipants to occupationa! training based on race or gender. While these
seven snAs are not representative of the entire .ITPA program, they pro-
vide an indication of the differences in services that. minorities and
women can receive from some of the SPAS in the .ITPA program.

To determine whether there were racia/ or gender disparities in the spe-
cific occupations for which .ITPA participants were trained, we identified
groups of occupations for which participants were trained, determined
the median placement wage for each occupation, and then analyzed the
demographic characteristics of the participants being trained for these
occupations. In this manner, we determined whether women or minori-
ties were more likely than white men" to be trained for lower-paying
occupations.

Strategies for Identifying
Factors That Contribute to
Disparities

To obtain information about the factors that may contribute to dispari-
ties in ,ITPA services, we conducted six focus group discussions with ,rreA
personnel in three metropolitan areasDetroit, Los Angeles, and Wash-
ington, D.C. We also visited I I SPAS in five metropolitan areasChicago,
Detroit, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and San Diegoto interview admin-
istrators, counselors, and service providers,

Focus Groups The focus group discussions were led by an independent consultant
experienced in conducting such groups. In each of t he t hree hwat ions,

'We used white men as our twuctunark because O y bad Ibe tuy,twst pkwermla wagi,
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two focus groups were conducted. Each focus group involved represent-
atives from approximately ten silks. One group consisted of .1TPA admin-
istrators, the other of only counselors. These administrators and
counselors included not only employees of snAs but also some individ-
uals employed by service providers under contract to SIAS. Participants
in each focus group were guaranteed anonymity. We believe they wry
generally open in sharing with our consultant their opinions and exper-
iences relating to various factors that influence decisions about the
assignment of participants to training.

During our visits to SIAS in five met:opobtan areas, we observed first-
hand various aspects of local program operation that might contribute
to disparities. In addition to interviewing key officials at each sta
administrative office, we interviewed administrators and staff at taw
operated intake and assessment centers. We also visited the training
sites of several types of service providers, including school districts,
community colleges, private trade schools, and community-based
organizations.

During these visits, we discussed several factors that led to participants'
placement in various types of training. For example, we talked about
how participant self-selection interacts with test results and counselor
input to affect training decisions. We also discussed the thoroughness of
the assessment procedures employed by each service provider, and the
likelihood that counselors would inform participants of training options
available to them at other sites. Other topics ofdiscussion included the
impact of service providers' contract terms on the acceptance, coun-
seling, and referral of JTPA applicants, and the effects of support service
availability on training assignments.

Strategies for Assessment
of State and Federal
Monitoring Activities

To assess state and federal monitoring of si As with respect to equal
opportunity, we looked at (I) the availability of snA data at the state
and federal levels that could be used for monitoring purposes and
(2) the monitoring activities of state .ITPA agencies and Labor's Direc-
torate of Civil Rights.

While determining the availability of data for our own review of dispar-
ities, we contacted all 50 states. We analyzed the information gathered
during t his process to determine whether the data maintained by states
was adequate to permit them to monitor their sms for disparities.
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We also examined two reports issued periodically by the Department of
Labor that provide information on participation levels and outcomes of
the JTPA program. We reviewed these two reports, the npA Annual
Status Report (JAsti), and the Job Training Quarterly Survey (4w), to
determine whether they provided the detailed information on partici-
pants and services at the snA level needed to identify disparities.

To assess the monitoring activities of state JTPA agencies, we contacted
officials in the four states in which we conducted site visits. We dis-
cussed each state's monitoring of .rrrA to determine whether that effort
included a process for identifying disparities in services. When the state
official stated that such a process did exist, we asked for documentation
to verify not only its existence but also that it had been implemented.

At the federal level, Labor's Directorate of Civil Rights is responsible for
monitoring recipients of Department funds, such as JTPA projects, for
comp4ance with civil rights laws. We reviewed its approach for over-
seeing compliance with civil rights laws and regulations within the JTPA
program. We alse reviewed its records of specific monitoring activities
with respect to JTPA over the past 6 years. These records included
reports and letters of finding for the .rrvA site visits conducted by the
Directorate within that period. We analyzed these documents to deter-
mine (1) how many JTPA state offices and snAs had been reviewed,
(2) how many of the RAS reviewed by the Directorate had disparities,
and (3) the elapsed time between the Directorate's site visits and the
reporting of its findings to the states.

Our work was performed between March 1990 and August 1991 in
accordance with generally accepted governnwnt auditing standards.

r)
,
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Our review identified differences in the services provided by some silks
to racial and ethnic minorities and women. Depending on the mode of
training analyzed, we found racial disparities in 13 to 20 percent of the
snAs analyzed. In mast of these cases, the disparities affected black par-
ticipants more than other ethnic groups. In addition, our analysis of
classroom troining showed that in some stas black participants were
more likely to be trained in occupations associated with lower placement
wages, while whites were more likely to be trained in occupations asso-
ciated with higher placement wages. Women were more likely to receive
classroom training than men. However, they were less likely than white
men to be trained for jobs with higher placement wages.

MOW .4-
Racial Disparities in
Mode of Training

We found that white participants were more hkely than minorities to
receive classroom training in 20 percent of the snAs we analyzed. And
they were more likely than minorities to receive on-the-job training in
13 percent of the SDAS analyzed. In 18 percent of the snAs we analyzed,
minorities were more likely to receive only job search assistance and no
occupational training (see table ILI).

Table H.1: Racial Disparities Among
Participants, by Mode of Training

Mode of trainhtg
rincsroom training
On the-job training

Job search assistance only

Number of SIMS
analyzed

197

181

136

Number of SIIAs
with disparities

39

24

24

Percent of 81)As
with disparities

20%

13

18

Although each mode of training has its benefits, Department of Labor
statisticsl for program year 1989 suggest that participants given only
job search assistance are receiving a less beneficial form of assistance.
The Labor data show that participants receiving classroom training had
a higher average placement wage upon completing training than did par-
ticipants in on-the-job training, while those who received only job search
assistance had the lowest placement wages. As table 11.2 illustrates, this
is t rue for both men and women and for whites and minorities.

_
Departmcnt of Labor. Job yraminNoartrry Suryq Proe_...ar! Year MR Feb. 19441
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Table 11.2: Average Hourty Placement
Wages for Three Modes of Training Mode of training

Classroom training

On-thelob training

Job search assistance only

Men
$6 09

5 63

5 46

Women

$5 49-
4 94

4 78

Whites Minorities
$5. 76 $5 61

5 36 5.22

5.16 5 04

Our analysis of racial disparities included four ethnic groupsblack,
Hispanic, Asian Pacific, and American Indian. However, most of the dis-
parities we identified affected black participants rather than partici-
pants from the other ethnic groups. As shown in table 11.3, part of the
reason for the larger number of soAs with disparities affecting blacks is
that more SIAS had large enough numbers of black participants to make
the disparity analysis meaningful. However, we also found that the per-
centage of Ras with disparities affecting blacks and American Indians
was greater than for other minorities.

Table 11.3: Racial Disparities Among
Participants, by Ethr;o: Group Number of SDAS Number of SDAs Percent of SDAtt

Ethnic group analysed
_

with disparities with disparities

Black 187 62 33%

Hispanic
_ .

89 6 7

Asian Pacific 18 2 11

Arnerican-Indian 13 3.1

Because some was had disparities in more than one training mode or for
more than one ethnic group, the numbers and percentages of SDAS shown
in tables HA and 11,3 cannot be added together without double counting.
Overall, when the double counts are eliminated, a total of 67 sias had a
disparity in at least. one training mode for at least one ethnic group. This
represents 34 percent of the 199 sms that could be analyzed for
disparities.

Racial Disparities in
Occupational Training

In three of the six, SIAS for which we analyzed individual participants'
records for differences in occupational training, black participants were
more likely to receive classroom training in occupations associated with
lower placement wages while white participants were more likely to be
trained in occupations associated with higher placement wages. For
example, in these three SIAS, 45 percent of the black men in classroom

2One of the ween SDAs used to analyze specific orcupat ins for participants in clas.sronin training did
not tutve a sufficient number Pf lilaik men rviriving claw-loom training hi nmke rtimparisolts with
white men.
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trainingcompared with 26 percent of the white menwere trained in
occupations with a median placement wage of $5.75 an hour or less. In
these same SDAS, 55 percent of the white mencompared with 33 per-
cent of the black menwere trained in occupations with a median
placement of $7.00 an hour or more (see table 11.4).

Table 11.4: Distribution of White Men aruf Black Men hi Classroom Training for Occupations With Higher, Medium, and Lower
Placement Wages

Maher ($7.00 or more) Medium ($6.99-5.76) Lower ($5.75 or less)
SDAs White men Black men White men Black men White men Black men

.
disparities

.

A 44 8% 13% 27% 43%
B 31 8 40 36 29 56

59 28 32 30 9 42

Weighted average
_

55 19 22 26 4.5

Without racial disparities
0 91 87 9 13

30 57 44 13 22

19 56 43 44 38

When we looked at the occupations for which participants received
training, we found, for example, that in snA B 28 percent of the black
mencompared with only 7 percent of the white menreceived
training in security services, which had a median placement wage of
$5.00 an hour. However, as table 11.5 illustrates, at the same SDA 31 per-
cent of the white mencompared with 8 percent of the black men
received training in engineering and drafting, which had a higher place-
ment wage. Similar examples of disparities in the training received by
white and black men were found in SDAs A and C.

.
ct.r 1/42.
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Table 1L5: Distribution of White Men and
Black Men Trained In Lower Paying and Median
Higher Paying Occupations (SBA B) Occupation White men Black men placement wage

Lower paying
1%

5 5 00

.10 8.48

8 4.50

28 5 00

Construction 12 4 5.00
. . .

aneverage
.

d b_
.

Financial services
Housekeeping

. _ .

Nursing aides
Security

5%

Total percentage in lower paying
occupations 29% 55%

Higher Paying
Engineering
Drafting

Total percentage in higher paying
occupations 31% 8%

8 7 10

12 0 8 00

Gender Disparities in
Occupational Training

Women more often received classroom training than men. However, in
some snAs women were less likely than white men to be trained for occu-
pations with higher placement wages. For example, we found gender
disparities in four of the seven SIAS analyzed for differences in class-
room training. For the other three snAs, either there was no disparity or
women were more likely to be trained for higher wage occupations. For
snAs with disparities, 9 percent of the womencompared with 29 per-
cent of the white menmeived training in occupations that had a
median placement wage of $7.00 an hour or more (see table 11.6).

t
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Mb* 11.6: Distribution c.f Women and White Men in Classroom Training for Occupations With Higher, Medium, and Lower
Placeiment Wages

Hieher ($7.00 or more) Medium ($8.9945.75) Lower ($5.75 DT less)

SDAs White men Women White men Women White men Women

With gender disparities
31% 7% 40% 53% 29%

C 59 12 32 60
----1-5E 30 9 57 76 13

G 24 5 59 74 17
_

21

oghted average 29 9 53 68 18 23

Without gender disparities
A ._...

8 16 27 7

0 91 91 9 9

0 3 56 81 44 16

Our analysis also showed that in some SRNS, black women in particular
were less likely to receive training in occupations with higher placement
wages. As shown in table 11.7, we found four stas with substantial dif-
ferences in the percentage of white men as well as white women trained
for occupations with higher placement wages compand with black
women.

Table 11.7: Distribution of Men and Women in Classroom Training for Occupations With Higher Placement Wages

8DM Men

15%

Women

7%

White men

.*1%

Black men

. _........._.....
8%

White women

12%

Black women

5%
With gender disparities

31 12 59 28 19 10

33 9 30 34 16 10

25 5 24 6 0

Without gender disparities
A 59 77 44 81

0 0 0

F 19 10

3 ;
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When we looked at the occupations in which participants received
training, we found, for example, that in one SDA 27 percent of the black
women were trained in health care occupations such as nursing assist-
ants or mental health aides compared with 10 percent of the white
womei. and 5 percent of the white men (see table 11.8).

Table 11.8: Distribution of White Men,
White Women, and Black Women in
Lower Paying and Higher Paying
Occupations (SDA C) Occupation

Lower paying
Nursing assistants

Mental health services

Food and beverage

Total percentage in lower
paying occwations

White White Black
men women women

5%

0
5

6%
4

6

15%

12

6

10% 16% 33%

Median
placement

wage

$5.70

5 59

5 50

Higher paying
Electronics

Nursing

Medical/dental services

Tidal percentage in higher
paying occupations 60% 19% 10%

.7 00
11 04

7 77
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Several factors appear to contribute to disparities in the services pro-
vided to minorities and women by some SIAS. From the results of our six
focus group discussions and comments by local HeA officials during our
site visits, we identified the following contributing factors:

Self-selection by participants;
Financial incentives inherent in performance-based contracts;
The lack of an independent and eomprehensive participant assessment
process;
Limited support services, which restrict participant options; and
Discriminatory actions of some employers and the acquiescence of some
soA staff.

Self-Selection Plays
Role in Disparities

JTPA officials told us that allowing participants to make choices about
the occupation they wish to pursue or the training they wish to receive
is often crucial to success in the program because it fosters participant
commitment. Committed participants work harder to reach their goals
and are more likely to exhibit good attendance and other behaviors
needed to successfully complete training or perform on the job.

While self-selection can have a positive influence on participant commit-
ment, officials told us that participants frequently chose training in
stereotypical occupations. For example, many women chose training in
clerical occupations while men chose training in industrial occupations.
JTPA officials told us participants often chose these stereotypical occupa-
tions because of peer pressure and their desire to work in jobs where
they believe they will be comfortable.

Some JTPA staff counsel participants about various career options, while
others believe it is best not to attempt to challenge a participant's
choice. One group of JTPA counselors told us their role was to " . take
our cue from the client . . . " because " . . trying to convince them of
something they don't want, won't work." Some counselors told us
this is particuhrly true in nontraditional occupations where they dis-
ems the nontraditional only if it is first raised by the client or if the
client "shows aptitude" or has what the counselor perceives to be the
"strong personality" needed to succeed in such a job. Even then, some
counselors tend to emphasize the harsh realities of such occupations.
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Financial Incentives
Encourage Participant
Steering

The financial incentives inherent in performance-based contracts can
encourage service providers to steer the applicants they recruit into low-
risk, often stereotypical training, and thereby contribute to the dispari-
ties in services. While some of the SIM we visited administer JTPA ser-
vices through their own intake and assessment centers, others contract
with local service providers such as community-based organizations,
public schools, private trade schools, and job bmkers for services. The
majority of these service providers operate under performance-based
contracts where payment is provided once performance benchmarks are
met, such as participants successfully completing training or the number
of participants placed in a training-related job.

According to .1TPA officials. this emphasis on performance encourages
some service providers to steer program participants into the training
they believe the participmts are most likely to complete and into occu-
pations in which they are most likely to obtain employment, regardless
of the wage level of the job. In the case of minorities and women, service
providers tend to steer them toward low-skilled, low-wage jobs because
that is the easiest way to achieve performance benchmarks and receive
payments under their performance-based contracts.

In addition, JTPA officials told us that financial incentives inherent in
performance-based contracts often limit the types of training service
providers are willing to offer. We found that many service providers
offer traditional, stereotypical training because it is inexpensive to set
up, jobs are plentiful, and most participants, even those with minimal
skills, can easily complete the training. These service providers often
avoid training in nontraditional occupations, which can have higher set-
up costs and, many believe, have a greater risk that participants will not
complete the training or find employment. For example, in one urban
snA we visited, although 70 percent of the adult participants were high
school graduates, over two-thirds of the training slots required less than
a 9th-grade reading level. In two other metropolitan areas we visited,
.11TA officials told us that many of the available training options tended
to be in traditionally female occupations such as clerical or nursing.

Lack of Independent
Assessment Increases
Opportunities for
Steering

Many of the service providers we visited also perform their own Out-
reach and assessment. This gives them further opportunity to selec-
tively steer participants into the training programs they offer rather
than referring them to other training opportunities. JTPA officials told us
that, typically, the service provider's outreach is targeted at specific
groups interested in specific training. Officials also told us that many of
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these service providers want to keep the participants they bring in
through their Own outreach efforts, believing that these participants
have the best chance of completing the program and generating the per-
formance payment for the service provider. Even when participants are
sent to the snA for eligibility certification, some service providers pres-
sure the tiDA to return those participants to them. In two of the major
metropolitan areas we visited, soA officials told us that 80-90 percent of
the program participants returned to the service providers that had
recruited them.

Also, because some SIAS do not require their service providers to tell
participants about other training opportunities, in these snAs partici-
pants are made aware of only the training offered by that service pro-
vider. In one large city, for example, staff at an sna-operated intake
center told us aboat service providers or "job brokers" who provided
only on-the-job training. These brokers, who performed their own intake
and assessment, seldom referred applicants to the intake center where
they could learn about the MA's classroom training opportunities. Most
of the participants recruited through these brokers were enrolled in the
brokers' on-the-job training programs.

Limited Supp7r'rt In some cases, the limited availability of support services such as child

Services Also Restricts
Participant Options

care or transportation can restrict a participant's training or employ-
ment options and also contribute to the disparities in services. According
to local 3TPA officials, in sIlAs that provide few support services, some
segments of the population who are in greatest need may be limited in
the training they can attend. For example, several of the service prov-
iders we visited told us they are reluctant to enroll women who lacked
adequate provisions for child care into training for higher skilled OCC11-
pations where more lengthy training would be required. These service
providers were concerned that the participants would not successfully
complete training and therefore jeopardize their performance-based
contracts.

Lack of transportation can also limit access to training for some SIPA
participants. Participants without transportation are limited to locally
available training and job opportunities. Several 3TPA administrators and
service providers told us this can be a particularly significant problem
for minorities living in economically depressed areas. For example, in
one of the metropolitan areas we visited, .1TPA officials told us of good
on-the-job training opportunities at the main airport located in the sub-
urbs. However, because the inner-city SRN does not provide sufficient
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transportation funds, their clients, who are predominantly minorities,
cannot readily take advantage of these training opportunities.

Employer
Discrimination Limits
Opportunities for
Some Minorities and
Women

Discriminatory practices, either subtle or overt, by some employers and
the acquiescence by some .1TPA staff in these practices can also con-
tribute to the disparities in services. We were told by several JTPA offi-
cials that some employers discriminate by either asking for certain types
of participants or by consistently failing to hire the minorities and
women referred to them. .rrrA officials toid us some of these employers
were very blunt about their racial and gender preferences, citing exam-
ples where employers requested " . . . white people . . . " or ". . . anyone
but . . an Oriental" or not wanting to hire nontraditional applicants
stating, "I cannot have these women . . . laying brick in fmnt of my
men." They also cited other examples where employers did not ask them
to screen participants improperly, but routinely gave a 5-minute inter-
view to qualified minorities while they gave comprehensive interviews
to white males who were subsequently hired, or where minority clients
were placed in temporary jobs while white males were placed in perma-
nent. jobs.

Some officials told us they responded to these discriminatory practices
by refusing to work with such employers. Sometimes, they first gave
employers h warning that such practices would not be tolerated.

While some .1TPA officials said they did not continue to work with
employers who discriminated, they knew of other service providers who
did. For example, we were told by one .1TPA official that. although they
had gone on record as having "sanctioned" an employer because of dis-
criminatory practices, other service providers continued to work with
t hat, employer.

Other JTPA officials told us they faced a dilemma when deciding whether
to end a relationship with an employer who discriminates. Some JTPA
staff did not want to sever the relationship and eliminate jobs for other
program participants. They reasoned that while discrimination could be
avoided by rejecting employers that discriminate, this could also elimi-
nate jobs for other program participimts. One group questioned whether
they had the right to deny other participants a good job opportunity.
They said, "Who are we to deny one of our clients a good job simply
because an employer would be discriminating . .
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Others in the group expremed little concern in providing what the
employer wants. One .rn% official described not wanting to eliminate
"employers just because they are a little racist." Another official said it
was part of establishing a good rapport with the employer. He stated,
"That's how to get the employers to come back and hire from you . . .

give them what they want."

It should be noted that both the discriminatory practices by employers
and the aequi -nee by some .rrl'A staff are violations of dvil rights
law. The De ent of Labor may need to provide states and snAs with
technical essistance to assure that in% staff and service providers fully
understand federal civil rights laws.

3f;
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Inadequate State and Labor Monitoring

Monitoring activities by states and the Department of Labor are inade-
quate to identify and address the disparities in the program. Our
review showed that

state and Labor .rreA agencies generally do not maintain data on partici-
pant demographic characteristics and activities in a format that can be
readily used for identifying disparities at the sta level, and
the monitoring efforts of Labor's Directorate of Civil Rights are inade-
quate to identify disparities in .ITI'A services or report On them in a
timely manner so that corrective action, if needed, can be taken.

State and Labor Data
Not Readily Usable for
Disparity Analysis

The information maintained by state .rivA agencies on .ITPA participant
demographic characteristics and activities is, in mast cases, inadequate
to identify disparities at the NDA level. In our attempts to collect from the
50 states data on .ITPA participant characteristics and activities, we
found that. the states' .ITPA databases varied greatly. Eventually, we
determined that only 16 states could provide us with data in a format
needed to readily analyze disparities. As discussed in greater detail in
appendix 1, most. states maintain some snA-level data that matches par-
ticipant characteristics with services. However, 34 states could not
readily provide the necessary data because of limitations in their sys-
tems for maintaining and/or retrieving data. Either they could not link
participant characteristics with some of the services they received at .

the stIA level, or they could not, retrieve this data without, double-
counting some individuals who were served by the different .m%
funding streamsfor example, the basic "78-percent" funds and the
various other set-asides.

These data limitations appear to reflect a greater focus by state .ITI'A
officials on who gets into the .rn% program than on what. services par-
ticipants receive once in the program. Consequently, while the informa-
tion collected by the states permits analysis of the demographic
characteristics of those enrolled in .ITPA, it often does not track all of the
services received by oaeh participant. Such tracking is vital to identi-
fying disparities.

The actual monitoring activities of the four states we visited also
reflected this emphasis on entry to the program. In three of these states,

officials told us their monitoring efforts fmus on determining
whether members of protected groups, such as women, blacks, and His-
panics are enrolled in the program in numbers proportionate to their
representation in the total eligible population. ln one of the four states, a
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.1TPA official told us that they recently began reviewing sivk data to iden-
tify the types of services provided to members of these grout-Ls. How-
ever, the documentation currently availaNe from this stair does not yet
contain an analysis of overall disparities tor women or minorities.

At the federal level, we found that, the information collected by Labor's
Employment, and Training Administration for its two key JTPA reports is
not designed to readily identify service disparities. For example, the
data in the .rril,A Annual Status Report, cannot be used to monitor dispari-
ties because it is not broken down by participant s race and gender in
each program activity. The annual report, provides information on males
and females but does not cross-reference this information by training
activity, e.g., on-the-job or classroom training. Likewise, information on
various ethnic groutts such as blacks and Hispanics is provided, but this
information also is not cmss-ref..renced to services received by
participants.

The other key report, the ,lob Training Quarterly Survey, does link par-
ticipant characteristics and services, but it cannot be used to identify
disparities at, the local level. The quarterly survey data, extracted by
Census Bureau field staff from JTPA administrative records for samples
of program participants from selected SIAS, are available only aS a
national sample. This aggregation of the data can mask disparities at the
SDA level.

Monitoring by Labor's
Directorate of Civil
Rights Is Inadequate

Limitatiom of Overall
Approach

Three problems hamper the ability of Labor's Directorate of Civil Rights
to ensure that JTPA grant recipients comply with civil rights laws. First,
the overall approach used by the DirecZorate to monitor compliance
with civil rights laws generally emphasizes administrative procedures as
opposed to service disparities. Second, in the small number of cases
where the Directorate has attempted to identify disparities at, the snA
level, it has frequently been hampered by data limitations similar to
those we encountered, as discussed in the previous section. Third, even
in cases where the Directorate did obtain data and identify disparities, it
has been slow to report these findings to state agencies so that correc-
tive action could be taken, if necessary,

The Directorate's overall approach to monitoring the I TPA program
revolves around the certification and monitoring of state plans for
implementing specific steps to ensure compliance with civil rights laws
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and regulations. Each state has submitted a plan to the Dimtorate out-
lining the "methods of administration" (rtitiA), which the state believes
will give a reasonable guarantee of compliancy with nondiscrimination
laws. The WAS focus primarily on various administrative actions, such
as the appointment of an equal opportunity officer, the establishment of
discrimination complaint procedures, and the formulation of a list of
corrective actioms and sanctions for civil rights violations. While the
Num also specify that states will monitor snAs to ensure compliance with
nondiscrimination laws, our review of three mom showed that they did
not require any specific steps to identify service disparities, nor did they
require maintenance of the data necessary to identify disparities. Direc-
torate officials confirmed that this lack of attention to service dispari-
ties was characteristic of all the state mom. Nonetheless, the Directorate
has certified the mom of all the states as adequate to protect JTPA par-
ticipants from discrimination.

In addition, Directorate monitoring visits to ensure that MOAS have been
implemented have done little to ensure that states detect and address
disparities in services provided by their SIM. Since it began conducting
these monitoring visits in 1987, the Directorate has visited 26 states and
one sim within each state. Criteria for selecting the stiAs include the
numbers of civil rights complaints received and participants receiving
training. While the Directorate has conducted its own analysis to iden-
tify disparities in the 26 sms included in the visits, this coverage dues
not appear adequate, as it represenGs less than 5 percent of the 630 mitts
in the country. In addition, because the was do not require the states to
monitor sms for disparities, the Directorate has not assessed the states'
ability to detect and address disparities in all of their sms.

In coqiunction with its monitoring visits, the Directorate also requested
from the 26 SDAS data on the services provided to demographic groups to
determine whether there were any disparities in services. However, the
Directorate has encountered the same types of data limitations that hin-
dered our review of disparities. Of the 26 Sins, 10 could not provide
sufficient data at the time of the Directorate's request to permit an anal-
ysis for disparities. It found that the data provided by states often did
not permit it to analyze the services received by various demographic
groups. In one ckise, it could not properly identify the funding streams
under which participant services were provided.
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Directorate Slow to Report
Disparities

When the Directorate has found evidence of disparities, it has been slow
to identify the causes of these disparities or determine whether civil
rights laws have been violated. For the 16 nias the Directorate could
analyze for disparities in the services provided to demographic groups,
it found that they all had disparities in at least some services. Yet, as of
August 1991, the Directorate had not completed its investigation of
these cases. It has sent formal letters of findings to two states; however,
neither case has been closed. And while six have received interim notifi-
cation, the remeining eight have received no notification and none of
these eases have been resolved.

The Directorate's slowness in reporting its findings is further illustrated
by delays between its monitoring visits and the imuance of formal
reports of findings. An average of 24 months elapsed from the date of
visit to the date the formal reports were issued. As for the other states
for which formal reports of findings have not been issued, the time
elapsed since they were visited by Directorate staff ranges from 1 to
over 3 years. Although the Directorate may have been delayed by
efforts to obtain adequate data and possibly by a lack of sufficient
resources, the delays in its efforts to determine whether civil rights laws
have been violated appear excessive.
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